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(54) Color cathode ray tube

(57) Each of a plurality of arrays of apertures 15 of
a shadow mask 5 has a vertically long aperture 16, a
vertically short aperture 17 and a bridge 14 between
these apertures. In each of the arrays of apertures 15,
one long aperture 16 and one or more short apertures
17 are arranged alternately, and a horizontal maximum

width HSmax of the short aperture 17 is larger than a hor-
izontal basic width HL of the long aperture 16. This
makes it possible to provide a color cathode ray tube
having an improved brightness without causing moiré
fringes, color displacement, breaking of the shadow
mask or variation in color purity.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a color cath-
ode ray tube that is used preferably as a television re-
ceiver or a computer display.
[0002] In a color cathode ray tube, electron beams
emitted from an electron gun pass through apertures
formed in a shadow mask, and then strike a phosphor
screen, thus causing a phosphor to emit light.
[0003] As shown in FIG. 15, a shadow mask 95 is
welded to a mask frame 96 such that tension is applied
in a direction indicated by arrows 9 (a vertical direction,
i.e., a Y-axis direction). The shadow mask 95 is provided
with a large number of apertures 90, through which elec-
tron beams pass and reach a phosphor screen.
[0004] In such a tension-type shadow mask 95, the
apertures 90 formed in the shadow mask 95 are shaped
and arranged as follows. In general, a large number of
substantially equi-shaped slot apertures 90 are aligned
such that their longitudinal directions correspond to the
vertical direction as shown in FIG. 16.
[0005] During an operation of the color cathode ray
tube, the shadow mask 95 is heated by the electron
beams and expands. Although the thermal expansion in
the vertical direction is absorbed by the tension applied
to the shadow mask 95, the thermal expansion in the
horizontal direction is transmitted horizontally via bridg-
es 91, causing so-called doming. For preventing this
doming, it is preferable that a vertical pitch of the bridges
91 is large. When the vertical pitch of the bridges 91 is
increased, the resultant increase in an aperture area im-
proves brightness of a displayed image. However, there
is a problem that the interference between the regularly
arranged bridges 91 and horizontal scanning lines caus-
es moiré fringes, deteriorating an image quality.
[0006] In order to solve this problem, JP 2001-84918
A discloses a technology in which a pair of vertical sides
of each of the apertures 90 in the shadow mask 95 are
formed to have protrusions and depressions. FIG. 17 is
a schematic view showing the shadow mask 95, a phos-
phor screen 2a and electron beams 94 that have passed
through the apertures 90 of the shadow mask 95
(passed beams 94), seen from an electron gun side.
[0007] With this technology, a plurality of protrusions
92 that protrude inward from the pair of vertical sides of
the apertures 90 serve as pseudo-bridges. Therefore,
even when the vertical pitch of the bridges 91 is extend-
ed, it is possible to suppress the generation of moiré
fringes caused by the interference between the bridges
91 and the scanning lines. Furthermore, since the
number of the bridges 91 can be reduced, the heat is
not easily transmitted horizontally via the bridges 91, so
that the displacement of the shadow mask apertures
owing to doming can be suppressed, thus achieving an
effect of preventing color displacement.
[0008] Moreover, JP 63(1988)-43241 A suggests
that, for preventing breaking of the shadow mask and
improving brightness, two kinds of apertures 90a and

90b having different vertical lengths can be aligned in
combination as shown in FIG. 18.
[0009] However, the above-described conventional
technologies respectively have the following problems.
[0010] In the technology illustrated in FIG. 17, phos-
phor lines 12 in the phosphor screen 2a are substantially
straight lines, whereas the passed beams 94 have sub-
stantially the same shapes as the apertures 90 because
the electron beams are blocked by the bridges 91 and
the protrusions (pseudo-bridges) 92. Accordingly, non-
light-emitting portions are formed in the phosphor lines
12. In general, a higher brightness per unit electric cur-
rent is desirable in a cathode ray tube, and this can be
achieved effectively by removing the non-light-emitting
portions. However, with the technology shown in FIG.
17, it has been difficult to increase the brightness be-
cause of the bridges 91 and a large number of the pro-
trusions 92. Reducing the vertical width of the bridges
91 can achieve a smaller area of the non-light-emitting
portions, but this is problematic in that, owing to a large
vertical pitch of the bridges 91, a sufficient mechanical
strength cannot be achieved, so that the bridges 91
break easily. Furthermore, reducing the vertical width of
the plurality of the protrusions 92 also can achieve a
smaller area of the non-light-emitting portions, but there
arises a problem that it is difficult to form narrow protru-
sions 92 with a high dimensional accuracy, so that a var-
iation in color purity is generated.
[0011] In addition, a general method for forming the
phosphor lines 12 is an exposure method of forming the
phosphor lines 12 by exposure using the shadow mask
95 as a mask. In this exposure method, the widths of
the phosphor lines to be formed vary with illumination.
In the technology illustrated in FIG. 18, since the two
apertures 90a and 90b have equal horizontal widths, the
illumination of light that has passed through the short
aperture 90b, in which a pair of the bridges 91 at both
ends in the vertical direction are positioned closer, is
smaller than the illumination of light that has passed
through the long aperture 90a, in which a pair of the
bridges 91 are positioned farther. This causes a difficulty
in forming the phosphor lines 12 with equal widths by
the exposure method.
[0012] It is an object of the present invention to solve
the above-described conventional problems and to pro-
vide a color cathode ray tube having an improved bright-
ness without causing moiré fringes, color displacement,
breaking of the shadow mask or variation in color purity.
It is a further object of the present invention to provide
a color cathode ray tube including phosphor lines with
equal widths.
[0013] In order to achieve the above-mentioned ob-
jects, a color cathode ray tube according to the present
invention includes a panel whose inner surface is pro-
vided with a phosphor screen, and a shadow mask fac-
ing the phosphor screen. The shadow mask has a plu-
rality of arrays of apertures, and the arrays of apertures
have a vertically long aperture, a vertically short aper-
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ture and a bridge between these apertures. In each of
the arrays of apertures, one long aperture and one or
more short apertures are arranged alternately, and the
one long aperture is the vertically long aperture and the
one or more short apertures each is the vertically short
aperture. A horizontal maximum width HSmax of the
short aperture is larger than a horizontal basic width HL
of the long aperture.
[0014] FIG. 1 is a lateral cross-sectional view showing
an embodiment of a color cathode ray tube of the
present invention.
[0015] FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing an as-
sembly including a shadow mask and a mask frame in
a color cathode ray tube according to a first embodiment
of the present invention.
[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic broken view showing the
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in the color cathode ray tube according
to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0017] FIG. 4 is a schematic broken view showing the
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in another color cathode ray tube ac-
cording to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0018] FIG. 5 is a schematic broken view showing the
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in yet another color cathode ray tube
according to the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0019] FIG. 6 is a schematic broken view showing the
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in yet another color cathode ray tube
according to the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0020] FIG. 7 is a perspective view showing an as-
sembly including a shadow mask and a mask frame in
a color cathode ray tube according to a second embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0021] FIG. 8 is a schematic broken view showing the
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in a color cathode ray tube according
to the second embodiment of the present invention.
[0022] FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of an ar-
rangement pattern of the apertures of the shadow mask
in the color cathode ray tube according to the second
embodiment of the present invention.
[0023] FIG. 10 illustrates an arrangement pattern for
apertures of a shadow mask in another color cathode
ray tube according to the second embodiment of the

present invention.
[0024] FIG. 11 illustrates an arrangement pattern for
apertures of a shadow mask in yet another color cath-
ode ray tube according to the second embodiment of
the present invention.
[0025] FIG. 12 illustrates an arrangement pattern for
apertures of a shadow mask in yet another color cath-
ode ray tube according to the second embodiment of
the present invention.
[0026] FIG. 13 is a schematic broken view showing a
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in yet another color cathode ray tube
according to the second embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0027] FIG. 14 is a schematic broken view showing a
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in yet another color cathode ray tube
according to the second embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0028] FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing an as-
sembly including a shadow mask and a mask frame in
a conventional color cathode ray tube.
[0029] FIG. 16 illustrates an example of the shape and
arrangement of apertures formed in the shadow mask
in the conventional color cathode ray tube.
[0030] FIG. 17 is a schematic broken view showing a
shadow mask, a phosphor screen and passed beams,
which are electron beams that have passed through ap-
ertures and reached the phosphor screen, seen from an
electron gun side in another conventional color cathode
ray tube.
[0031] FIG. 18 illustrates the shape and arrangement
of apertures formed in a shadow mask in yet another
conventional color cathode ray tube.
[0032] In a color cathode ray tube of the present in-
vention, in each of the arrays of apertures of the shadow
mask, one long aperture and one or more short aper-
tures are arranged alternately. Thus, the vertical spac-
ing between two bridges that sandwich the short aper-
ture in the vertical direction is small. Accordingly, even
when the vertical width of each bridge is reduced, it is
possible to secure a mechanical strength necessary for
the shadow mask. Also, since the vertical width of the
bridge can be reduced, the brightness of a displayed im-
age improves.
[0033] On the other hand, the spacing between the
two bridges that sandwich the long aperture in the ver-
tical direction is extended. In other words, there are both
portions with a narrow spacing between the bridges and
that with a wide spacing between the bridges in the ver-
tical direction. This makes it possible to suppress the
transmission of heat and thermal expansion in the hor-
izontal direction, thereby preventing color displacement
due to doming.
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[0034] Also, since one long aperture and one or more
short apertures are arranged alternately along the ver-
tical direction, the arrangement of the bridges becomes
less regular, thus suppressing the generation of moiré
fringes. Consequently, the protrusions 92 as shown in
FIG. 17 do not have to be formed. Accordingly, the color
purity does not drop due to a dimensional variation in
the protrusions 92. Furthermore, since the protrusions
do not have to be formed, the brightness improves fur-
ther.
[0035] Moreover, a horizontal maximum width Hsmax
of the short aperture is larger than a horizontal basic
width HL of the long aperture. Therefore, the difference
in illumination caused between the long aperture and
the short aperture by the difference in their vertical
widths can be reduced, making it possible to form phos-
phor lines with a constant width by an exposure method.
Here, the horizontal basic width HL of the long aperture
is defined as follows. When the long aperture has a sub-
stantially constant horizontal width, the horizontal basic
width HL of the long aperture means this horizontal
width, while when the long aperture has a horizontal
width varying in the vertical direction, the horizontal ba-
sic width HL of the long aperture means a horizontal
width of a portion whose horizontal width is substantially
constant over a longest range in the vertical direction.
[0036] In the above-described color cathode ray tube
of the present invention, it is preferable to satisfy 0.9 <
S1/S2 < 1.1, wherein S1 represents a total area of all the
bridges sandwiched between two long apertures that
are closest in a vertical direction and S2 represents a
total area of the portions of all the short apertures, sand-
wiched between the two long apertures, that protrude
horizontally outward beyond extensions of a pair of ba-
sic vertical sides defining the horizontal basic width HL
of the long aperture. This makes it possible to form the
phosphor lines with a still more constant width by an ex-
posure method.
[0037] Moreover, in the above-described color cath-
ode ray tube of the present invention, it is preferable that
a vertical spacing PBV between horizontal center lines
is substantially constant, where the horizontal center
lines are each defined as a line passing through a center
in a vertical direction of each of the bridges in the shad-
ow mask. This makes black streaks less visible without
reducing the vertical width of the bridges. Further, since
there is no need to reduce the vertical width of the bridg-
es, the mechanical strength of the shadow mask can be
secured, and geomagnetic characteristics do not dete-
riorate.
[0038] The following is a description of a color cath-
ode ray tube of the present invention, with reference to
the accompanying drawings.
[0039] FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of the color
cathode ray tube of the present invention. A color cath-
ode ray tube 1 has an envelope including a funnel 3 and
a panel 2 on whose inner surface a phosphor screen 2a
is formed. An electron gun 4 is provided in a neck portion

3a of the funnel 3. A shadow mask 5 facing the phosphor
screen 2a is supported by a mask frame 6, which is at-
tached to a panel pin (not shown) provided on an inner
wall of the panel 2 via a spring (not shown). Further, out-
side the funnel 3, a deflection yoke 8 is provided for de-
flecting and scanning three electron beams 7 emitted
from the electron gun 4.

First Embodiment

[0040] FIG. 2 shows an assembly including the shad-
ow mask 5 and the mask frame 6 according to the first
embodiment. The mask frame 6 is constituted such that
an opposing pair of supports 10 serving as long sides
and a pair of elastic members 11 serving as short sides
are fixed so as to form a rectangular frame. The shadow
mask 5 is welded to the supports 10 with a tension ap-
plied in a direction indicated by arrows 9 (a vertical di-
rection, i.e., a Y-axis direction). In a horizontal direction
(an X-axis direction) of the shadow mask 5, there are a
large number of columnar arrays of apertures 15. Each
array of apertures 15 includes vertically aligned aper-
tures for passing electron beams.
[0041] FIG. 3 is a broken schematic view showing the
shadow mask 5, the phosphor screen 2a and passed
beams, which are the electron beams that have passed
through apertures and reached the phosphor screen 2a,
seen from an electron gun side in the color cathode ray
tube according to the present embodiment. The phos-
phor screen 2a is provided with a large number of ver-
tically aligned striped phosphor lines 12. One array of
apertures 15 of the shadow mask 5 corresponds to three
phosphor lines 12. When the electron beams pass
through apertures 16 and 17 of the shadow mask 5 and
reach the phosphor screen 2a as passed beams 18 and
19, the phosphor lines 12 are illuminated. Since the
electron beams are blocked by bridges 14 partitioning
off two vertically adjacent apertures of the shadow mask
5, no electron beam reaches the regions on the phos-
phor lines 12 corresponding to the bridges 14, so that
non-light-emitting portions 20 are formed.
[0042] The present embodiment can minimize the ar-
ea of these non-light-emitting portions 20. A specific de-
scription thereof follows.
[0043] In the present embodiment, as the apertures
for passing electron beams of the shadow mask 5, ver-
tically elongated apertures 16 whose width in the vertical
direction (the Y-axis direction) is larger than that in the
horizontal direction (the X-axis direction) (in the follow-
ing, simply referred to as "long apertures 16") and short
apertures 17 whose vertical width is smaller than that of
the long apertures 16 (in the following, simply referred
to as "short apertures 17") are formed. In the embodi-
ment illustrated in FIG. 3, one long aperture 16 and one
short aperture 17 are formed alternately in each array
of apertures 15.
[0044] Accordingly, in each array of apertures 15, two
bridges 14 that sandwich the short aperture 17 in the
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vertical direction are located close to each other. The
synergistic effect of these two closely-located bridges
14 strengthens the shadow mask 5, so that a mechan-
ical strength necessary for the shadow mask 5 can be
secured even when a vertical width G of each bridge 14
is reduced compared with the conventional case.
[0045] Also, since the vertical width G of the bridge
14 can be reduced, a vertical width Gsd of the non-light-
emitting portion 20 generated by a shadow of the bridge
14 can be reduced. This enhances brightness.
[0046] Moreover, because of the small vertical width
G of the bridge 14, the shadow of the bridge 14 is hardly
noticeable. Thus, even when the vertical pitch of the ap-
ertures is extended so as to reduce the number of the
bridges 14 in each array of apertures 15 for the purpose
of suppressing color displacement caused by thermal
expansion, there are less moiré fringes generated owing
to the interference between the scanning lines and the
bridges 14. This eliminates the need for a complicated
aperture shape in which, as in the conventional technol-
ogy illustrated in FIG. 17, a plurality of the protrusions
92 that protrude inward are provided on the vertical
sides of the apertures.
[0047] Furthermore, a horizontal maximum width
HSmax of the short aperture 17 is larger than a horizontal
basic width HL of the long aperture 16. A general method
for forming the phosphor lines 12 is an exposure method
of forming the phosphor lines 12 by exposure using the
shadow mask 5 as a mask. In this exposure method, the
widths of the phosphor lines to be formed vary with
illumination. When all the apertures have equal
horizontal widths, the illumination of light that has
passed through the short aperture with a narrow spacing
between the bridges is smaller than the illumination of
light that has passed through the long aperture with a
wider spacing between the bridges. In the present
embodiment, since the horizontal maximum width Hsmax
of the short aperture 17 is larger than the horizontal
basic width HL of the long aperture 16, the difference in
illumination caused between the long aperture 16 and
the short aperture 17 by the difference in their vertical
widths can be reduced, making it possible to form the
phosphor lines 12 with a constant width.
[0048] Here, as shown in FIG. 3, a pair of vertical
sides 161 defining the horizontal basic width HL of the
long aperture 16 is referred to as basic vertical sides.
When S1 represents a total area of portions 21a and
21b, located between extensions of the pair of basic ver-
tical sides 161, of all the bridges 14 sandwiched be-
tween the two long apertures 16 that are closest in the
vertical direction and S2 represents a total area of por-
tions 22a and 22b of the short aperture 17 that protrude
horizontally outward beyond the extensions of the pair
of basic vertical sides 161, it is desirable that 0.9 < S1/
S2 < 1.1 be satisfied. In this manner, when forming the
phosphor lines 12 by the exposure method, it becomes
possible to compensate for the illumination of light in the
portions of the short apertures 17 and the bridges 14,

thereby achieving substantially constant widths of the
phosphor lines 12.
[0049] Further, L1 represents the vertical distance be-
tween the two long apertures 16 that are closest in the
vertical direction (L1 = Vs + 2G in the case of FIG. 3,
where G is the vertical width of the bridge 14 and Vs is
the vertical width of the short aperture 17), λY represents
a vertical magnification of the passed beam 18 or 19 on
the phosphor screen with respect to the aperture 16 or
17 of the shadow mask 5, and Y represents a relative
amount of vertical move when exposure is performed
while reciprocating one of the shadow mask 5 and the
panel 2 relative to the other in the vertical direction in
the case of forming the phosphor lines 12 by the expo-
sure method, and at this time, it is desirable that L1 < λy
x Y be satisfied. In this way, even when the horizontal
maximum width HSmax of the short aperture 17 is ex-
tended, the illumination of light that has passed through
the short aperture 17 does not increase excessively so
as to expand the widths of the phosphor lines 12 locally.
Thus, the widths of the phosphor lines 12 can be made
substantially constant.
[0050] Additionally, it is preferable that the horizontal
basic width HL of the long aperture 16 and the horizontal
maximum width HSmax of the short aperture 17 satisfy
1.0 < HSmax/HL < 1.5. If the horizontal widths of the
passed beams 18 and 19 that pass through the aper-
tures 16 and 17 of the shadow mask 5 and reach the
phosphor screen are too large, it is likely that the beams
illuminate not only the phosphor lines with colors to be
illuminated but also those with the other colors, which
may lead to color displacement and white quality deg-
radation. For preventing these phenomena, it is prefer-
able to set the horizontal maximum width HSmax so as
to satisfy the above formula.
[0051] Furthermore, in order for the shadow of the
bridge 14 to be less noticeable, it is desirable that the
vertical width Gsd of the non-light-emitting portion 20
generated by the bridge 14 satisfies Gsd < an effective
vertical width of the phosphor screen/the number of
scanning lines 3 0.05. It is preferable that the vertical
width G of the bridge 14 is determined so as to satisfy
the above relationship.
[0052] Although the long aperture 16 and the short ap-
erture 17 both have a rectangular shape in FIG. 3, they
also may have a slightly round shape as shown in FIG.
4. Since the apertures in the shadow mask 5 generally
are formed by etching, they do not have a perfect rec-
tangular shape but sometimes have a shape with four
round corners.
[0053] The long aperture 16 does not have to have a
rectangular shape as shown in FIG. 3, but may have a
substantially "I" shape by forming outwardly protruding
portions 23 protruding beyond a pair of basic vertical
sides 162 defining the horizontal basic width HL of the
long aperture 16 so that the horizontal width of the long
aperture 16 are expanded at both ends in the vertical
direction or their vicinities as shown in FIG. 5. In this
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case, S11 represents a total area of portions 24a and
24b corresponding to all the bridges 14 sandwiched be-
tween the two long apertures 16 that are closest in the
vertical direction, and S22 represents a total area of por-
tions 25a, 25b, 25c and 25d of the long apertures 16
corresponding to the protruding portions 23 that pro-
trude horizontally outward beyond the extensions of the
pair of basic vertical sides 162 and portions 26a and 26b
of the short aperture 17 that protrude horizontally out-
ward beyond the extensions of the pair of basic vertical
sides 162. At this time, it is desirable that 0.9 < S11/S22
< 1.1 be satisfied. In this manner, when forming the
phosphor lines 12 by the exposure method, it becomes
possible to compensate for the illumination of light in the
portions of the short apertures 17 and the bridges 14,
thereby achieving substantially constant widths of the
phosphor lines 12.
[0054] Also, L1 represents the vertical distance be-
tween the two long apertures 16 that are closest in the
vertical direction (L1 = Vs + 2G in the case of FIG. 5,
where G is the vertical width of the bridge 14 and Vs is
the vertical width of the short aperture 17). When VLa
represents the vertical width of the protruding portion
23, the total vertical length VLaT of portions having a hor-
izontal width larger than the horizontal basic width HL in
the long apertures 16 is VLaT = 2VLa in the case of FIG.
5. Accordingly, the vertical length L11 of the wider portion
is defined by L11 = L1 + VLaT. Further, λY represents a
vertical magnification of the passed beam 18 or 19 on
the phosphor screen with respect to the aperture 16 or
17 of the shadow mask 5, and Y represents a relative
amount of vertical move when exposure is performed
while reciprocating one of the shadow mask 5 and the
panel 2 relative to the other in the vertical direction in
the case of forming the phosphor lines 12 by the expo-
sure method. At this time, it is desirable that L11 < λY 3

Y be satisfied. In this way, even when the protruding por-
tions 23 are provided in the long aperture 16 and the
horizontal maximum width HSmax of the short aperture
17 is extended, the illumination of light that has passed
through the protruding portions 23 and the short aper-
ture 17 does not increase excessively so as to expand
the widths of the phosphor lines 12 locally. Thus, the
widths of the phosphor lines 12 can be made substan-
tially constant.
[0055] The short aperture 17 is not required to have
the rectangular shape as in FIGs. 3 and 5 and the slightly
round shape as in FIG. 4. For example, as shown in
FIGs. 13 and 14 described later, it also may have a sub-
stantially "I" shape whose horizontal width in the vicinity
of the bridges 14 is slightly larger than that in the central
part in the vertical direction.
[0056] Although FIGs. 2 to 5 have illustrated an ex-
ample in which one long aperture 16 and one short ap-
erture 17 are arranged alternately in each array of ap-
ertures 15, there is no particular limitation to this. As
shown in FIG. 6, one long aperture 16 and two short
apertures 17a and 17b may be arranged alternately in

each array of apertures 15. In this case, three bridges
14 located between the two vertically-adjacent long ap-
ertures 16 are arranged close to each other. Thus, the
synergistic effect of these three bridges 14 strengthens
the shadow mask 5, so that the vertical width of each
bridge 14 can be reduced further. Incidentally, the
number of the short apertures 17 located between the
two vertically-adjacent long apertures 16 is not limited
to one or two but may be three or more.
[0057] The method for forming the phosphor lines 12
is not limited to the exposure method but may be other
methods such as printing.
[0058] Next, as a specific example of the first embod-
iment of the present invention, a color cathode ray tube
with a 51-cm-diagonal screen and a deflection angle of
90° will be described.
[0059] A shadow mask for the color cathode ray tube
of the present example corresponding to the embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 3 had the arrays of apertures 15
with a horizontal pitch PH = 0.4 mm, the long apertures
16 with a vertical pitch PLV = 5.0 mm and a horizontal
basic width HL = 0.1 mm, the bridges 14 with a vertical
width G = 0.025 mm, and the short apertures 17 with a
horizontal maximum width HSmax = 0.12 mm and a ver-
tical width Vs = 0.375 mm. The shadow mask 5 and the
phosphor screen 2a were spaced apart by 9 mm. In this
case, the ratio of the total area S1 of the portions 21a
and 21b, located between the extensions of the pair of
basic vertical sides 161, of all the bridges 14 sand-
wiched between the two long apertures 16 that were
closest in the vertical direction to the total area S2 of the
portions 22a and 22b of the short aperture 17 that pro-
trude horizontally outward beyond the extensions of the
pair of basic vertical sides 161 was S1/S2 = 1.06. Fur-
ther, the vertical distance L1 between the two long ap-
ertures 16 that were closest in the vertical direction was
0.425 mm, which was made sufficiently smaller than the
product (0.720) of the vertical magnification λY = 0.03
of the passed beam with respect to the aperture of the
shadow mask 5 and the relative amount of vertical move
Y = 24 mm of the shadow mask 5 or the panel 2 during
exposure when forming the phosphor lines 12 by the ex-
posure method. In this manner, it was possible to
achieve a substantially constant width of each phosphor
line 12.
[0060] The vertical width Gsd of the shadow 20 of the
bridge 14 having a vertical width G of 0.025 mm (the
non-light-emitting portion 20) on the phosphor screen
2a was 0.012 mm. Since this value was hardly noticea-
ble in a normal use of the color cathode ray tube, the
moiré fringes caused by the interference between scan-
ning lines and the non-light-emitting portions 20 were
not found visually. In addition, even when the vertical
width G of the bridge 14 was as small as 0.025 mm, the
synergistic effect of the two bridges 14 sandwiching the
short aperture 17 strengthened the shadow mask 5, so
that there was little possibility of breaking of the shadow
mask 5.
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[0061] When all the apertures had equal vertical
widths as in the conventional technologies illustrated in
FIGs. 16 and 17, the vertical widths G of the bridges 91
had to be about 0.050 mm for achieving a mechanical
strength equivalent to that of the present example. In
this case, the vertical width Gsd of the shadow of the
bridge (the non-light-emitting portion) on the phosphor
screen 2a was 0.032 mm, which was greater than twice
the value of the vertical width Gsd of the shadow of the
bridge 14 of the present example. Consequently, it was
found that, according to the present invention, the shad-
ow of the bridges was not noticeable and the effects of
preventing moiré fringes and improving brightness were
achieved.

Second Embodiment

[0062] FIG. 7 shows an assembly including the shad-
ow mask 5 and the mask frame 6 according to the sec-
ond embodiment. The assembly of FIG. 7 is different
from that of FIG. 2 in the arrangement of apertures
formed in the shadow mask 5. Members having func-
tions equivalent to those in FIG. 2 are given the same
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[0063] FIG. 8 is a schematic view showing the shadow
mask 5, the phosphor screen 2a and passed beams,
which are the electron beams that have passed through
apertures and reached the phosphor screen 2a, seen
from an electron gun side in a color cathode ray tube
according to the present embodiment. The phosphor
screen 2a is provided with a large number of vertically
aligned striped phosphor lines 12. One array of aper-
tures 15 of the shadow mask 5 corresponds to three
phosphor lines 12. When the electron beams pass
through apertures 51 and 52 of the shadow mask 5 and
reach the phosphor screen 2a as passed beams 53 and
54, the phosphor lines 12 are illuminated. Since the
electron beams are blocked by bridges 14 partitioning
off two vertically adjacent apertures of the shadow mask
5, no electron beam reaches the regions on the phos-
phor lines 12 corresponding to the bridges 14, so that
non-light-emitting portions 20 are formed.
[0064] In the conventional shadow mask as shown in
FIG. 18, these non-light-emitting portions 20 are per-
ceived as shadows in a display image, causing a prob-
lem that black streaks extending in a horizontal direction
(an X-axis direction) are found in a screen, for example.
Reducing the vertical width of the bridge 91 can make
the shadow of the bridge 91 less noticeable. However,
for forming such a bridge 91, the shadow mask has to
be made even thinner according to the current etching
technique, which lowers the mechanical strength of the
bridge 91, so that the bridge 91 may break more easily.
Further, a thinner shadow mask increases a change in
a path of the electron beam owing to geomagnetism, so
that a component for correcting the change in the path
becomes necessary, leading to a cost increase.
[0065] The present embodiment can make the black

streaks caused by the non-light-emitting portions 20
less visible on the screen. A specific description thereof
follows.
[0066] In the present embodiment, as the apertures
for passing electron beams of the shadow mask 5, ver-
tically elongated apertures 51 whose width in the vertical
direction (the Y-axis direction) is larger than that in the
horizontal direction (the X-axis direction) (in the follow-
ing, simply referred to as "long apertures 51") and short
apertures 52 whose vertical width is smaller than that of
the long apertures 51 (in the following, simply referred
to as "short apertures 52") are formed. One long aper-
ture 51 and one or more short apertures 52 are formed
alternately in each array of apertures 15.
[0067] For each of the bridges 14 in the shadow mask
5, a horizontal center line 14a passing through the cent-
er of each of the bridges 14 in the vertical direction is
defined (see FIGs. 9 to 11 described later). All the hor-
izontal center lines 14a are arranged away from each
other by a substantially constant spacing (spacing PBV)
in the vertical direction. In other words, every bridge 14
formed on the shadow mask 5 is arranged substantially
along any of a large number of the horizontal lines 14a
that are equally spaced by the spacing PBV on the shad-
ow mask 5. By such an arrangement of the bridges 14,
the non-light-emitting portions 20 on the phosphor
screen 2a also are arranged along any of a large number
of horizontal lines 20a that are equally spaced on the
phosphor screen 2a. As a result, the repetition of the
non-light-emitting portions 20 becomes less perceivable
as streaks by human eyes. An experiment has shown
that the non-light-emitting portions 20 are easily per-
ceivable as black streaks when a vertical spacing SBV
between the horizontal lines 20a exceeds 1.2 mm, so it
is preferable that the vertical spacing SBV between the
horizontal lines 20a is not greater than 1.2 mm. Since
the spacing PBV substantially matches the spacing SBV,
it also is preferable that the vertical spacing PBV be-
tween the horizontal center lines 14a of the bridges 14
is not greater than 1.2 mm.
[0068] In the present embodiment, the vertical spac-
ing PBV between the horizontal center lines 14a of the
bridges 14 is reduced, thereby suppressing the gener-
ation of black streaks. It may be sufficient to reduce the
vertical widths of the apertures only for reducing the ver-
tical spacing PBV. However, in such a case, the number
of the non-light-emitting portions 20 increases with the
number of the bridges 14, so that the brightness of the
display image is reduced. By providing not only the short
apertures 52 but also the long apertures 51 in the array
of apertures 15, the present invention reduces the ver-
tical spacing PBV so as to prevent the generation of
black streaks without lowering the brightness.
[0069] Furthermore, a horizontal maximum width
HSmax of the short aperture 52 is larger than a horizontal
basic width HL of the long aperture 51. A general method
for forming the phosphor lines 12 is an exposure method
of forming the phosphor lines 12 by exposure using the
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shadow mask 5 as a mask. In this exposure method, the
widths of the phosphor lines to be formed vary with
illumination. When all the apertures have equal
horizontal widths, the illumination of light that has
passed through the short aperture with a narrow spacing
between the bridges is smaller than the illumination of
light that has passed through the long aperture with a
wider spacing between the bridges. In the present
embodiment, since the horizontal maximum width
HSmax of the short aperture 52 is larger than the
horizontal basic width HL of the long aperture 51, the
difference in illumination caused between the long
aperture 51 and the short aperture 52 by the difference
in their vertical widths can be reduced, thereby forming
the phosphor lines 12 with a constant width.
[0070] FIG. 9 illustrates a preferred embodiment of an
arrangement pattern for apertures of the shadow mask.
This embodiment has an arrangement pattern for aper-
tures in which a repeating unit 55 consisting of two hor-
izontally-adjacent arrays of apertures 15 is repeated
along the horizontal direction. As shown in FIG. 9, BL is
defined as the spacing between the horizontal center
lines 14a of a pair of the bridges 14 sandwiching one
long aperture 51, and BS is defined as the spacing be-
tween the horizontal center lines 14a of a pair of the
bridges 14 sandwiching one short aperture 52. Further,
N is defined as the number of the short apertures 52 (the
number of successive short apertures 52) sandwiched
between the two long apertures 51 that are closest in
the vertical direction (N is an integer of 1 or larger), and
PLV is defined as a vertical alignment pitch of the long
apertures 51 (PLV = BL + Bs 3 N). In the present em-
bodiment, the alignment pitch PLV of the long apertures
51 is substantially constant in all the arrays of apertures
15. Moreover, in all the arrays of apertures 15, BL = Bs
3 (N + 2) is satisfied substantially. According to the
present embodiment, the vertical positions of the bridg-
es 14 included in the two adjacent arrays of apertures
15 do not match. As a result, even when the temperature
of the shadow mask 5 rises owing to the electron beams
blocked by the shadow mask 5 during an operation of
the color cathode ray tube, this temperature rise is not
easily transmitted in the horizontal direction, so that it
becomes possible to prevent the shadow mask 5 from
being deformed due to thermal expansion.
[0071] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9, it is
preferable that the long apertures 51 and the short ap-
ertures 52 are arranged such that the short apertures
52 included respectively in arbitrary two horizontally-ad-
jacent arrays of apertures 15 do not align horizontally,
that is, the vertical positions of the short apertures 52
do not overlap. In this way, the vertical positions of the
bridges 14 included respectively in the two adjacent ar-
rays of apertures do not match either, so that it becomes
possible to prevent the shadow mask 5 from being de-
formed due to thermal expansion.
[0072] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9, the
spacing PBV between the horizontal center lines 14a of

the bridges 14 equals the spacing Bs between the hor-
izontal center lines 14a of the pair of bridges 14 sand-
wiching the short aperture 52 (PBV = BS).
[0073] FIG. 10 illustrates another preferred embodi-
ment of an arrangement pattern for apertures of the
shadow mask. This embodiment has an arrangement
pattern for apertures in which a repeating unit 56 con-
sisting of four horizontally-successive arrays of aper-
tures 15 is repeated along the horizontal direction. Fur-
thermore, the alignment pitch PLV of the long apertures
51 is substantially the same in all the arrays of apertures
15. In addition, the spacing PBV between the horizontal
center lines 14a of the bridges 14 and the spacing Bs
between the horizontal center lines 14a of a pair of the
bridges 14 sandwiching the short aperture 52 substan-
tially satisfy Bs = 2 3 PBV in all the arrays of apertures
15. According to the present embodiment, since the
bridges 14 in every fourth array have the same vertical
positions, contrast of the black streaks can be lowered
compared with the configuration of FIG. 9, in which the
bridges in every second array have the same vertical
positions, and the moiré fringes caused by the interfer-
ence between the scanning lines and the bridges be-
come less visible. In the present embodiment, it also is
preferable that the short apertures 52 included respec-
tively in two arbitrary horizontally-adjacent arrays of ap-
ertures 15 do not align horizontally, as in the embodi-
ment illustrated in FIG. 9. Moreover, it is preferable that
BL = Bs 3 (N + 2) is satisfied substantially in all the arrays
of apertures 15, as in the embodiment illustrated in FIG.
9.
[0074] FIG. 11 illustrates yet another preferred em-
bodiment of an arrangement pattern for apertures of the
shadow mask. This embodiment has an arrangement
pattern for apertures in which a repeating unit 57 con-
sisting of four horizontally-successive arrays of aper-
tures 15 is repeated along the horizontal direction. Fur-
thermore, the alignment pitch PLV of the long apertures
51 is substantially the same in all the arrays of apertures
15. Moreover, the number N of successive short aper-
tures 52 is not the same for each of the four arrays of
apertures 15 constituting the repeating unit 57 (in other
words, in the four arrays of apertures 15 constituting the
repeating unit 57, the spacing BL between the horizontal
center lines of a pair of the bridges 14 sandwiching one
long aperture 51 is not the same). According to the
present embodiment, since the bridges 14 in every
fourth array have the same vertical positions, contrast
of the black streaks can be lowered and the moiré fring-
es caused by the interference between the scanning
lines and the bridges become less visible, as in the em-
bodiment illustrated in FIG. 10. In the present embodi-
ment, it also is preferable that the short apertures 52
included respectively in arbitrary two horizontally-adja-
cent arrays of apertures 15 do not align horizontally, as
in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9. In addition, it is
preferable that the spacing PBV between the horizontal
center lines 14a of the bridges 14 and the spacing Bs
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between the horizontal center lines 14a of a pair of the
bridges 14 sandwiching the short aperture 52 substan-
tially satisfy BS = 2 3 PBV in all the arrays of apertures
15, as in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 10.
[0075] FIG. 12 illustrates a preferred embodiment of
an aperture shape of the shadow mask. As shown in
FIG. 12, the long aperture 51 may be formed into a sub-
stantially "I" shape by expanding the horizontal width
thereof at both ends in the vertical direction or their vi-
cinities. By expanding the horizontal width in the vicinity
of the bridges 14, it becomes possible to compensate
for the illumination of light in portions of the short aper-
tures 52 and the bridges 14 when forming the phosphor
lines 12 by the exposure method, thereby achieving still
more constant widths of the phosphor lines 12. When
the long aperture 51 has such a substantially "I" shape,
the horizontal basic width HL of the long aperture 51 is
defined by a horizontal width in a portion other than the
wider portions (protruding portions 23) at both ends. Al-
though FIG. 12 illustrates an example in which the long
aperture 51 in the arrangement pattern for apertures
shown in FIG. 9 is formed into a substantially "I" shape,
the long apertures 51 in the arrangement patterns of ap-
ertures shown in FIGs. 10 and 11 also may be formed
into a substantially "I" shape.
[0076] FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate other preferred em-
bodiments of an aperture shape of the shadow mask.
FIG. 13 is different from FIG. 8 showing substantially
rectangular short apertures 52, in that the horizontal
width of the short aperture 52 in the vicinity of the bridges
14 is slightly larger than that in the central part in the
vertical direction. In the case of FIG. 13, the horizontal
maximum width HSmax of the short aperture 52 is de-
fined by the width of a part whose horizontal width is
largest in the vicinity of the bridges 14. FIG. 14 is differ-
ent from FIG. 8 in that the long apertures 51 have a
shape similar to that in FIG. 12 and the short apertures
52 have a shape similar to that in FIG. 13. In FIGS. 13
and 14, the horizontal maximum width HSmax of the short
aperture 52 also is larger than the horizontal basic width
HL of the long aperture 51. As shown in FIGs. 13 and
14, by expanding the horizontal width of the short aper-
ture 52 (preferably, the long aperture 51 as well) in the
vicinity of the bridges 14, it becomes possible to achieve
still more constant widths of the phosphor lines 12 when
forming the phosphor lines 12 by the exposure method.
Although FIG. 13 illustrates an example in which the hor-
izontal width of the short aperture 52 is expanded in the
vicinity of the bridges 14 in the arrangement patterns of
apertures shown in FIGs. 8 and 9, the short apertures
52 in the arrangement patterns of apertures shown in
FIGs. 10 and 11 also may be formed into a shape similar
to that in FIG. 13.
[0077] Next, as a specific example of the second em-
bodiment of the present invention, a color cathode ray
tube with a 76-cm-diagonal screen and a deflection an-
gle of 100° will be described.
[0078] A shadow mask for the color cathode ray tube

of the present example corresponding to the
embodiment shown in FIG. 9 had the arrays of apertures
15 with a horizontal pitch PH = 0.5 mm, the long
apertures 51 with a horizontal basic width HL = 0.125
mm, the bridges 14 with a vertical width G = 0.050 mm,
and the short apertures 52 with a horizontal maximum
width HSmax = 0.135 mm. The horizontal center lines 14a
of a pair of the bridges 14 sandwiching the long aperture
51 were spaced apart by the spacing BL = 3.6 mm, and
the horizontal center lines 14a of a pair of the bridges
14 sandwiching the short aperture 52 were spaced apart
by the spacing Bs = 0.60 mm. The number N of the short
apertures 52 sandwiched between the two vertically-
adjacent long apertures 51 was 4. The shadow mask 5
and the phosphor screen 2a were spaced apart by 11
mm.
[0079] During an operation of this color cathode ray
tube, the vertical width Gsd of the shadow 20 of the
bridge 14 having a vertical width G of 0.050 mm (the
non-light-emitting portion 20) on the phosphor screen
2a was 0.045 mm, and five shadows 20 were arranged
successively at a vertical pitch SBV of 0.6 mm. The rep-
etition of these shadows 20 of the bridges was almost
unperceivable as streaks in a normal use of the color
cathode ray tube. Moreover, since the number of the
bridges 14 was large in the part in which the short ap-
ertures 52 were provided successively in the vertical di-
rection, the mechanical strength of the shadow mask 5
improved. Accordingly, there was little possibility of
breaking, thus giving a promise of higher yields in the
manufacturing process. Further, the vibration character-
istics of the shadow mask 5 also improved. Consequent-
ly, it was found that, according to the present invention,
black streaks owing to the repetition of the shadows of
the bridges 14 were not perceived.
[0080] A shadow mask for the color cathode ray tube
of the present example corresponding to the
embodiment shown in FIG. 11 had the arrays of
apertures 15 with a horizontal pitch PH = 0.5 mm, the
long apertures 51 with a horizontal basic width HL =
0.125 mm, the bridges 14 with a vertical width G = 0.045
mm, and the short apertures 52 with a horizontal
maximum width HSmax = 0.132 mm. The horizontal
center lines 14a of a pair of the bridges 14 sandwiching
the short aperture 52 were spaced apart by the spacing
Bs = 0.95 mm. In two arrays of apertures 15 of the four
arrays of apertures 15 constituting the repeating unit 57,
the number N of the short apertures 52 sandwiched
between the two long apertures 51 that are closest in
the vertical direction was 2, whereas in the other two
arrays of apertures 15, N = 3. In the arrays of apertures
whose N = 2, the horizontal center lines 14a of a pair of
the bridges 14 sandwiching the long aperture 51 were
spaced apart by the spacing BL = 4.75 mm, whereas in
the arrays of apertures whose N = 3, the spacing BL =
3.80 mm. The shadow mask 5 and the phosphor screen
2a were spaced apart by 11 mm.
[0081] During an operation of this color cathode ray
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tube, the vertical width Gsd of the shadow 20 of the
bridge 14 having a vertical width G of 0.045 mm (the
non-light-emitting portion 20) on the phosphor screen
2a was 0.040 mm, and three or four shadows 20 were
arranged successively at a vertical pitch SBV of 0.95
mm. The repetition of these shadows 20 of the bridges
was almost unperceivable as streaks in a normal use of
the color cathode ray tube. Also, few moiré fringes were
found. Moreover, since the number of the bridges 14
was large in the part in which the short apertures 52 are
provided successively in the vertical direction, the me-
chanical strength of the shadow mask 5 improved. Ac-
cordingly, there was little possibility of breaking, thus
giving a promise of higher yields in the manufacturing
process. Further, the vibration characteristics of the
shadow mask 5 also improved. Consequently, it was
found that, according to the present invention, black
streaks owing to the repetition of the shadows of the
bridges 14 or moiré fringes were not perceived.

Claims

1. A color cathode ray tube comprising:

a panel whose inner surface is provided with a
phosphor screen; and
a shadow mask facing the phosphor screen;

wherein the shadow mask has a plurality of
arrays of apertures,

the arrays of apertures have a vertically long
aperture, a vertically short aperture and a
bridge between these apertures,
in each of the arrays of apertures, one long ap-
erture and one or more short apertures are ar-
ranged alternately, the one long aperture being
the vertically long aperture and the one or more
short apertures each being the vertically short
aperture, and
a horizontal maximum width HSmax of the short
aperture is larger than a horizontal basic width
HL of the long aperture.

2. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 1,
satisfying 0.9 < S1/S2 < 1.1, wherein Si represents
a total area of all the bridges sandwiched between
two long apertures that are closest in a vertical di-
rection and S2 represents a total area of portions of
all the short apertures, sandwiched between the
two long apertures, that protrude horizontally out-
ward beyond extensions of a pair of basic vertical
sides defining the horizontal basic width HL of the
long aperture.

3. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 1 or
2, satisfying L1 < λY x Y, wherein L1 represents a

distance between two long apertures that are clos-
est in a vertical direction, λY represents a vertical
magnification of a passed beam on the phosphor
screen with respect to the aperture of the shadow
mask and Y represents a relative amount of vertical
movement when exposure is performed while mov-
ing one of the shadow mask and the panel relative
to the other in the vertical direction.

4. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 1,
wherein the long aperture has a horizontal width
larger than the horizontal basic width HL at both
ends in a vertical direction or their vicinities.

5. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 4,
satisfying 0.9 < S11/S22 < 1.1, wherein S11 repre-
sents a total area of all the bridges sandwiched be-
tween two long apertures that are closest in a ver-
tical direction and S22 represents a total area of por-
tions of the long aperture protruding horizontally
outward beyond a pair of basic vertical sides defin-
ing the horizontal basic width HL and portions of all
the short apertures, sandwiched between the two
long apertures, that protrude horizontally outward
beyond extensions of the pair of basic vertical sides.

6. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 4 or
5, satisfying L1 + VLaT < λY x Y, wherein L1 repre-
sents a distance between two long apertures that
are closest in a vertical direction, VLaT represents a
total vertical length of portions having a horizontal
width larger than the horizontal basic width HL in
the long apertures, λY represents a vertical magni-
fication of a passed beam on the phosphor screen
with respect to the aperture of the shadow mask and
Y represents a relative amount of vertical move
when exposure is performed while moving one of
the shadow mask and the panel relative to the other
in the vertical direction.

7. The color cathode ray tube according to any one of
claims 1 to 6, satisfying 1.0 < HSmax/HL ≤ 1.5.

8. The color cathode ray tube according to any one of
claims 1 to 7, wherein a vertical spacing PBV be-
tween horizontal center lines is substantially con-
stant, where the horizontal center lines are each de-
fined as a line passing through a center in a vertical
direction of each of the bridge in the shadow mask.

9. The color cathode ray tube according to any one of
claims 1 to 8, wherein the short apertures included
respectively in two arbitrary horizontally-adjacent
arrays of the plurality of arrays of apertures do not
align horizontally.

10. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 8 or
9, wherein the shadow mask has an arrangement
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pattern for apertures in which a repeating unit con-
sisting of two horizontally-adjacent arrays of the plu-
rality of arrays of apertures is repeated along a hor-
izontal direction, and

an alignment pitch PLV of the long apertures is
substantially the same in all the arrays of aper-
tures, and BL = Bs 3 (N + 2) is satisfied sub-
stantially in all the arrays of apertures, where
BL represents a spacing between the horizontal
center lines of a pair of the bridges sandwiching
the long aperture, Bs represents a spacing be-
tween the horizontal center lines of a pair of the
bridges sandwiching the short aperture, N rep-
resents the number of the short apertures sand-
wiched between two long apertures that are
closest in a vertical direction (N is an integer of
1 or larger) and PLV represents a vertical align-
ment pitch of the long apertures (PLV = BL + BS
x N).

11. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 8 or
9, wherein the shadow mask has an arrangement
pattern for apertures in which a repeating unit con-
sisting of four horizontally-successive arrays of the
plurality of arrays of apertures is repeated along a
horizontal direction, and

a vertical alignment pitch PLV of the long aper-
tures is substantially the same in all the arrays
of apertures, and Bs = 2 x PBV is satisfied sub-
stantially with respect to the vertical spacing
PBV between the horizontal center lines in all
the arrays of apertures, where Bs represents a
spacing between the horizontal center lines of
a pair of the bridges sandwiching the short ap-
erture.

12. The color cathode ray tube according to claim 8 or
9, wherein the shadow mask has an arrangement
pattern for apertures in which a repeating unit con-
sisting of four horizontally-successive arrays of the
plurality of arrays of apertures is repeated along a
horizontal direction, and

a vertical alignment pitch PLV of the long aper-
tures is substantially the same in all the arrays
of apertures, and a number N is not the same
for each of the four arrays of apertures consti-
tuting the repeating unit, where N represents
the number of the short apertures sandwiched
between two long apertures that are closest in
a vertical direction (N is an integer of 1 or larg-
er).
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